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Welcome to the NCC Group
Insight Space
Reducing your cyber risk
alongside business as usual
actions can be challenging.
Resource constraints and
a lack of advanced security
knowledge often mean
that organisations are
unable to make sense of
recommendations or know
what to prioritise following
a security assessment
or incident.

At NCC Group, we’re directly addressing this
difficulty by creating proactive cyber improvement
programmes that prioritise problem areas and
integrate with your business as usual activity –
providing your internal teams with the skills and
guidance to drive security improvements at pace.
In this edition of Insight Space, we explore how to
successfully establish a systems operations process
that directly supports cyber resilience. Here, you’ll
find real-world experience, executive and technical
insights and explore solutions, objectives and
performance indicators that organisations should
set to achieve real-world cyber resilience.

“We are acutely aware that actioning the results and
recommendations of security testing to stay ahead
of the curve on cyber risk is becoming increasingly
challenging. That’s why it is so critical to ensure that
we don’t simply identify problems and walk away,
but that we also address them and leave organisations
in a much more resilient position.”
“Working closely with our clients, we’ve been able
to address a number of challenges that they continually
face: the need to quickly and reactively remediate
specific threats, the ability to turn often complex reports
into proactive improvement programmes, and being
able to overcome resource limitations.”
“In doing so, we are pooling the market leading expertise of our offensive and defensive
cyber experts to deliver high quality security improvements. From identifying issues
in the initial test to the subsequent remediation and long-term security improvements,
we are providing a unique and comprehensive end-to-end offer to make organisations
safer, more secure and more resilient.”
- Ian Thomas,
Managing Director at NCC Group
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Your guide to today’s threat landscape
This report presents the Q3 results of Fox-IT’s cyber
intelligence and client-oriented threat analysis services for
the MDR community. The scope of this report is to provide
relevant and timely cyber threat information for the financial
services and critical infrastructure sectors. This content
supports decision-making processes and heightening of
preparedness against the offensive capabilities associated
with sophisticated threat actors as well as strictly financially
motivated fraud operators.
QUARTERLY THREAT ROUNDUP
A steady stream of new threat actors, along with
the usual suspects, are focusing their efforts
on manually-operated ransomware, as well as
changing malware and TTPs. Ryuk is now once
again active, and Egregor and SunCrypt are new
strains of ransomware finding their first successes.
We’ve seen security issues in legitimate COVID-19related apps, leading to a steady flow of data leaks.
Tracking apps for both South Korea and Canada
resulted in the personal information of 162,000
citizens being retrievable while Public Health Wales
reported that the personal information of 18,000
citizens who tested positive for COVID-19 were
exposed when a staff member uploaded the data
to a public server.

Despite remote working being the standard in
much of the world, targeted attacks with a physical
component continue to occur. Theft from older
ATMs (ATM jackpotting) by ‘blackboxing’ is proving
successful across Europe leading to Belgian ATMs
being temporarily disabled. Another high-profile,
attempted breach saw a Tesla employee being offered
a $500,000 bribe to install malware, either through
USB or email, in an alleged ransomware plot.
CVE-2020-5902 was disclosed on 1st July by F5
Networks as a CVSS 10.0 remote code execution
vulnerability in the Big-IP administrative interface.
By the 3rd, Fox-IT observed active exploitation.
The mitigation against the authorisation decreased
the first wave of attacks, yet two new bypasses
which became apparent soon after remain active:

Critical events monitor
JULY

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

06/
North Korean state hackers
implicated in web skimming
attacks targeting retailers

06/
Intel source code leaked under
contested circumstances

21/
DarkOverlord hacker sentenced
to 5 years in prison

06/
Semi-conductor attacks in
Taiwan traced to Chimera APT

22/
Windows XP and Windows
Server 2003 source code leaked
and successfully compiled

15/
Internal Twitter admin tool
abused for cryptocurrency
scam
16/
Iranian group Charming
Kitten training videos exposes
operations
17/
Emotet launches new mass
spam campaigns after hiatus
30/
EU imposes first ever sanction
against foreign cyber attackers

13/
Russian APT28 Linux malware
disclosed by NSA and FBI
24/
Norwegian parliamentary
email accounts breached
26/
Stock Exchange New Zealand
disrupted for multiple days
by DDoS extortionist

24/
Microsoft detects active
attacks leveraging Zerologon
vulnerability
26/
KuCoin cryptocurrency
exchange hacked for
$150 million

RECOMMENDATIONS

TAKEAWAYS

COMMENTARY

Emotet emerged as a banking
Trojan in 2014 and became
successful last year as a malware
distribution platform. The
message lures vary between
inauthentic payment reports,
invoices, shipping information
and employment opportunities,
presented either as .DOC file
with macro scripts or .PDF files
with malicious links.

Extortion groups that threaten
targets with DDoS attacks have
appeared again. Typically the
threat, pay or face downtime,
is delivered by email, usually
signed with the moniker of an
established threat actor such as
Fancy Bear (APT28) or Armada
Collective to ensure maximum
impact. In terms of target
selection, they attack multiple
organisations in the same sector
or vertical in the same period,
often in succession.

Microsoft issued a warning
that the Iranian nation state
threat actor MuddyWater is
actively exploiting the Zerologon
vulnerability. Public exploit code
to abuse the vulnerability is
circulating around the internet.
Zerologon abuses a flaw in the
cryptographic implementation of
Netlogon, allowing the attacker
to gain administrative rights.
Attackers can then update the
domain controller password
to an empty string. This would
allow an attacker to gain access
to a domain controller without
needing credentials. If your
domain controller is unpatched
and internet facing, Fox-IT
recommends taking it offline
and patching it in line with the
Microsoft advisory. You should
also examine logs and inspect
suspicious traffic.

Its mass spam campaigns drop
a number of different malware
families depending on the
country in which an infected
machine is located. Organisations
encountering an Emotet-infected
host are recommended to isolate
the infected system and take their
entire network offline as they
investigate to prevent further
malicious activity.

Attacks typically last for two
hours, and the vast majority of
victims are only attacked once
and do not receive any follow up.
The New Zealand Stock Exchange
may be suffering a prolonged
attack due to responding or
public attention.

Financial services spotlight
The financial sector and online payment systems are
a continuous target for fraud attacks. The malware
tailored to exploit the online banking processes, known
as banking trojans, are detailed over time below.
TROJAN ACTIVITY
Within an evolving threat landscape it is
useful to determine the size of the threat
by comparing to its direct peers. Both
TheTrick and Gozi ISFB are responsible
for a fair amount of activity, however,
their overall activity again decreased
compared to previous quarters. Banking
trojans are less prevalent today and
financial malware families active in 2020
Q2, such as Danabot and BackSwap,
seem to have retired.

ATTACK TYPES DEPLOYED
For man-in-the-browser banking
trojans, a variety of attack types
are deployed to perform fraud
successfully. The server-side inject,
where the inject is retrieved
real-time from servers stands
out as the weapon of choice.
A decrease in client-side injects
has been observed and webfake
redirects have disappeared
completely, most likely as a direct
result of less financial malware
activity this quarter.

TARGETING BY COUNTRY – TOP 5
Figure 3 depicts how Italy is
increasingly scoped for attacks. Both
the United States and Germany’s share
of targeting compared to previous
quarters had declined. In contrast,
these two countries persist as top
targeted countries for ransomware
intrusions. Note that the Top 5
countries amount to more than half
of all targeting: for 2020 Q2 up to 53%
and for Q3, as much as 90%.

Fraud operators

Figure 4 represents the total count of unique distributed target lists – also known as configuration files
– by malware family, providing an overall indication on the activity of these families compared to the
previous quarter. In 2020 Q2 a total of 65 configuration files were distributed. For Q3 this decreased to
only 42 distributed configuration files.

EMOTET ALIVE AND
KICKING... AGAIN

CERBERUS TERMINATES
ITS SERVICE

THETRICK BOTNET
DOUBLE DISRUPTION

Similar to last year, the notorious
spamming trojan Emotet is
back after a five-month period
of inactivity and is spewing
out massive spam campaigns
with weaponised attachments.
In response, cyber security
agencies and CERTs across
the world, including France,
Japan, New Zealand, Italy and
the Netherlands, issued alerts
warning of the increase in activity.
Emotet’s modular nature allows
for the dangerous cocktail of
self-propagation and functioning
as a distribution channel for
prominent strains of malware.
Since its resurgence, both Trickbot
and Qakbot have been observed as
secondary payloads. Recently, FoxIT encountered an Emotet-Qakbot
intrusion that ultimately led to a
new ransomware dubbed Egregor.

This year, Cerberus has been
increasing its efforts to recruit
affiliate partners for their Android
mobile banking trojan platform.
Unexpectedly, the Cerberus
team decided to terminate the
service and release the v1 and
v2 source code, install scripts,
admin panel and SQL database
for free to premium members of
the xxs.is dark web forum on 5th
August. By reviewing the released
artefacts, Fox-IT analysts found
that Cerberus had injects available
for 349 apps related to banking,
cryptocurrencies and e-commerce.
We also managed to uncover a list
of 82 clients that were subscribed
to the service. Due to the free
release of the source code, an
immediate rise in new Cerberus
variants is expected.

On 22nd September, Fox-IT
analysts noticed odd behaviour
from TheTrick botnets that
suggested a possible take down
attempt. Both the U.S. Cyber
Command and a coalition of tech
companies, including Microsoft
and ESET, separately launched
initiatives in an attempt to disrupt
the botnet. While the U.S Cyber
Command launched an offensive
hack operation to severe the
communication between infected
hosts and TheTrick’s C&C servers,
Microsoft went to court to obtain
a court order to disrupt TheTrick’s
associated infrastructure. The
effectiveness of such operations
is debatable, as the direct impact
seems to be limited: TheTrick build
in robust fall-back mechanisms to
counter a full takedown attempt.

Credit card recovery
During 2020’s third quarter, Fox-IT recovered
over 3 million previously unseen cards.
The uncovered cards originate from
two sources codenamed “TheHalk” and
“BlueSky”, both underground carding
shops that offer compromised card data
for sale. TheHalk specialises in selling cards
obtained through point-of-sale malware
activities, while BlueSky is focused on
trading card data captured by digital web
skimmers.

Credit card thieves are increasingly
engaging in “formjacking” attacks, and
taking advantage of COVID-19 lockdowns
that cause unprecedented volumes of
traffic to online shopping websites. During
a formjacking compromise, hackers
insert digital JavaScript skimmers on
online payment pages to capture and
exfiltrate credit card data in real-time.
The stolen credit card credentials are
subsequently offered for sale on darkweb
carding websites and used to perform
unauthorised online purchases.

3,204,066
Compromised cards recovered

Law & enforcement
Below, we’ve summarised the recent law enforcement
and legislative actions that have been shaping cyberspace.
Most significant are operations that have immediate effect
on active threat actors and the infrastructure, malware
and monetisation channels they leverage.
APT41 MEMBERS CHARGED

RANSOMWARE WITH FATAL VICTIM

The US Department of Justice has charged
several members of the Chinese APT41
group, responsible for multiple compromises
that affected around 100 victims worldwide.
These intrusions resulted in the theft of
source code, PII and trade secrets among
other criminal schemes. In addition, the
infrastructure of APT41 was largely seized by
authorities. APT41 has a broad target scope
ranging from telecommunication providers
and software development companies to
think tanks and foreign governments.

German authorities are investigating the
death of a patient following a ransomware
attack on the University Hospital Düsseldorf.
The hospital was unable to receive the
patient as it was dealing with a ransomware
attack that hit the university network.
The ransomware attack appears to be an
accident as the ransom note was addressed
to the Heinrich Heine University to which
the University Hospital Düsseldorf is
affiliated and therefore part of the larger
network. The notorious Citrix vulnerability
was used to gain initial network access.

ENCROCHAT, CRIMINAL ACHILLES HEEL
EncroChat phones, previously used by
criminals to communicate privately, have
been deciphered by a joint effort of the
Dutch and French police and allowed the
investigators to listen in on live calls and
read messages. The information gathered
from these communications has resulted
in the prevention of multiple criminal
activities and initiated multiple arrests in
the UK, France and The Netherlands. The
method used to hack the EncroChat phones
is declared a “military state secret” by the
French authorities. EncroChat substitutes
are surfacing.

Terms of use
Fox-IT tracks global cybercrime activity. We base our
intelligence on tracking threat actors, darkweb research,
forensic investigations, internationally deployed sensors
and fraud monitoring services.
Going beyond botnet & malware information, we
provide a global picture of trends, geographical
activity, actors, their motivations and their evolving
business models. We provide links to campaigns,
tactics, procedures and individual IoCs to feed
network security components. Customers become
part of a global community, with live threat
tracking, collaboration, and the largest criminal
threat database, with over a decade of experience.
The data contained within this report represents
Fox-IT’s own dataset collected within its malware
lab. The data from this lab should be considered a
sample including factors potentially skewing the
analysis: our lab does not analyse every malware
sample on the threat landscape, merely those
assessed to represent a cross-section from a
variety of sources. Our sources may be skewed
towards certain types, families or regions which
can introduce further bias. The report documents
the dataset over a fixed period of time allowing
for comparative analysis, whereas when referring
to previous datasets a discrepancy with previous
reports may seemingly occur due to inclusion of
the updated dataset that may contain recent data
impacting the statistical outcome.

Furthermore, the lists of data we use to identify
targets for attacks can also be biased because they
will naturally contain more data pertaining to Fox-IT
customers than organisations not part of the MDR
community. Although we augment customer supplied
data (such as URLs for online banking and BINs) with
autonomously collected data, the customer supplied
data will always be more detailed and extensive. In
short, these charts provide indications, and should be
incorporated by interested parties as such. Customers
are advised to incorporate and correlate multiple
feeds with internal network telemetry.

Copyright © 2020 Fox-IT B.V.
All rights reserved. No part of this document shall be reproduced,
stored in a retrieval system or transmitted by any means without
written permission from Fox-IT B.V.. Violations will be prosecuted by
applicable law. The general service conditions of Fox-IT B.V. apply to this
documentation.
Trademark
Fox-IT and the Fox-IT logo are trademarks of Fox-IT B.V.. All other
trademarks mentioned in this document are owned by the mentioned
legacy body or organization. Fox-IT B.V. is part of NCC Group.
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Viewpoint
System operations:
inventory through
to management
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Achieving real-world
cyber resilience through
objectives and performance
measurement of IT operations

Introduction

Cyber resilience and its
foundational elements
are broadly understood.
These elements are
not abstract concepts
but rather the core
hygiene principles of
systems, software and
broader environment
management.

In our experience, organisations of all sizes often
wrestle with one or more of these hygiene principles
in practice. The root causes are varied but include
the volume of legacy IT, shadow IT, underinvestment,
organic evolution, mergers and acquisitions,
and wider technical debt accumulation.
In Gartner’s Top 10 Security Projects for 2020-2021,
it states:
No. 2: Risk-based vulnerability management
Don’t try to patch everything; focus on vulnerabilities
that are actually exploitable. Go beyond a bulk
assessment of threats and use threat intelligence,
attacker activity and internal asset criticality to
provide a better view of real organisational risk.
It is our view that the above goal is complex and
a nuanced approach to vulnerability management.
Situations can quickly change, and such a strategy
requires a maturity and level of sophistication
beyond many organisations today.
In a recent blog, NCC Group’s Technical Associate
Director, Lloyd Brough, discussed the often-complex
remediation process following a security assessment,
and what organisations can do to make sense of
recommendations and know what to prioritise.
In this edition of Insight Space, we build on this by
providing real-world experience and technical insights
into what works and what doesn’t when establishing
a systems operations process that directly supports
cyber resilience. We explore solutions, objectives and
performance indicators that organisations should
set to achieve real-world cyber resilience.

Asset inventory and management

The process of measuring IT operations
success begins with knowing what needs
managing and then actively doing so.
Whether on-premise or cloud, organisations
need to know what their digital estate is made
up of and be in a position to actively manage it
across systems, applications and processes. The
underlying aspects of IT asset management are
covered in the NIST Special Publication 1800-5,
released in 2018.
Without this knowledge, it is not possible
to understand:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Technology environment composition
Overall status
Attack surface
Patch status
End-of-life status
Asset owner
Business function

These insights all help in understanding risk
and the associated follow-on processes for
management and remediation.

INVENTORY CREATION AND MAINTENANCE
The creation and maintenance of the inventory will
vary based on the technologies in use within the
organisation. However, the creation process should
typically involve the collection of asset data from
a variety of means, including:
• Network passive – from physical and virtual
switches, as well as DHCP and dynamic internal
DNS, to understand what is connected
• Gateway passive – from network edges, proxies
and firewalls, to understand SaaS usage
• Remote access passive – to correlate remote hosts.
• Hypervisor passive – to understand which virtual
machines are running e.g. via Get-VM for HyperV
• Network active – to identify hosts e.g. via
tools such as nmap or Rumble
• Directory services – such as Microsoft Active Directory.
• Cloud management APIs – such as GCP, Azure,
AWS and Alicloud APIs and associated logging
• Endpoint management – such as mobile
device management
• CI/CD pipeline – to discover deployed hosts
and applications via tools such as Puppet
• Additional passive sources – to identify additional
assets such as external DNS and TLS certificate
transparency logs etc
These discrete information sources are then collated
into a database or an IT asset management platform.
IT asset management platforms range in size and
complexity – from Snipe-IT, Solarwinds through to
Spiceworks and ServiceNow. The key objective is to
automate maintenance as much as possible.
Starting with this objective, a sustainable and
accurate source of asset information can be achieved.
This should then make it much easier to answer
questions around which assets exist in your
environment, what their business purpose is and
who is the custodian, and to start important
business impact and risk assessments.

ASSET MANAGEMENT
Asset management takes as an input, and may also
contribute towards, the inventory to facilitate active
management. Different assets will be managed
in different ways. Some legacy hosts will need
traditional mechanisms for management
(e.g. SCCM), whilst newer hosts produced by
continuous integration and delivery pipelines
will require alternative solutions.
The way in-house software or third-party
applications are managed will vary depending on
the age and methodology employed. This can range
from deployable packages and installers through to
containers, and ultimately artefact platforms and
processes, such as escrow to ensure
continuing resilience.
Understanding the different approaches to asset
management is imperative. The solution employed
will often involve asset interrogation and potentially
the use of an agent (e.g. osquery, SCCM, puppet and
PDQ deploy).
The end goal of asset management is to be able
to answer: “What is the health and status of this
asset, and is it up to date?”
Along with being able to rectify issues, this capability
should be complemented with an asset management
lifecycle, which allows for the timely identification
and retirement of products that could pose a risk to
the security and integrity of your business.

CONTINUOUS VERIFICATION
AND CORRECTION
It will come as no surprise that the most accurate
inventories and management systems have clear
owners with clear objectives around accuracy and
the time taken to resolve discrepancies.
As environments change, ensuring accuracy is
paramount to gain the maximum value.
The objectives of this function include:
• Discrepancy detection and resolution
• Asset loss detection and reporting
• Real-time situational awareness and reporting
Ensuring that anomalies in the fleet are understood
is crucial to gaining confidence in the platforms,
systems and overall organisation posture.

Patch management
Once an inventory is established and maintained,
and the means of asset management present,
mature organisations can undertake active patch
management at pace and scale. This includes having
service level agreements associated with patch deployment.
The objective for the organisation is to be able
to deploy patches at scale across hosts and
applications in an automated way. The underlying
asset management platform for hosts, containers
and deployed applications provides the management
information needed to articulate and quantify
the enterprise state, time to patch and associated
exceptions at any point.
We have found that the key overriding concern
for customers utilising semi or automated patch
deployment is the risk of service interruption from
a bad patch. These concerns hint at a fundamental
resilience issue and should be seen as symptomatic
of wider challenges which need addressing in the
first instance. Organisations that are resilient in
their operations have the ability to detect, revert
or roll back just as easily, even in the case of patch
deployment causing a failure.

In relation to in-house software development, we
see software component analysis in the pipelines
providing similar functionality for applications.
That is managing third-party dependencies and
ensuring they are kept up to date.
The rise of immutable infrastructure in some
quarters can be seen as a hyper example of patch
management. This is when infrastructure is rebuilt to
the next patch state and deployed into production to
replace the other. The paradigm behind immutable
infrastructure brings with it other cyber security
benefits – namely a system whose software isn’t
intended to be modified, which allows integrity
violations to be more readily detectable.

Vulnerability management
Vulnerability management can be seen as a subset of
patch management, with exceptions for configuration
issues. Organisations with a well-established and
automated patch management solution invariably
find vulnerability management a logical extension.
The pitfalls we see in vulnerability management in less
mature or capable organisations are broad. They often
include various strategies around prioritisation based
on severity or with a focus on a subset of an estate.
These various strategies are often symptomatic of
underlying patch capability or process performance
issues. A vulnerability management mechanism should
make it as easy to address 1,000 vulnerabilities as it is
to address one. This capability, coupled with emergency
processes to understand environmental exposure
stemming from the absence of a patch and a means
to resolve it quickly, is seen as the gold standard.

For software developed in-house, there are similar
challenges and solutions. Synk, for example, enables
organisations to carry out the automatic identification
and resolution of vulnerable third-party open source
libraries. Employing such solutions ensures the timely
resolution of security vulnerabilities introduced by
way of third-party libraries whilst managing levels of
technical security debt.

Human factors: the element which binds it all together

Beyond technology, processes and performance
indicators, one frequently overlooked area is the team
responsible for delivering these changes. Their individual
personality traits are as critical as their skills, along
with the culture in which they operate.
The types of individuals that succeed will be
details-orientated, have a high regard for problem
solving, and work with transparency and autonomy.
An appreciation for effective implementation of
technology management is similarly important.
There will often be trade-offs which need to be made,
but ensuring you have the right people and promoting
a safety-first culture, which has its foundations in
measurement and management,
is crucial to ensuring success.

Conclusions and summary
A lot of what we’ve discussed is not revelatory in nature.
But it is complex, and organisations often wrestle with it,
having performance indicators that focus on the volume
and severity of vulnerabilities in an estate, rather than
the accuracy of the inventory and time to patch.
The UK’s National Cyber Security Centre outlines a
number of situations where patching may not indeed
be possible at all. These are related to ownership of
the asset, responsibility for the asset, operational
restrictions or end-of-life.
These wider issues should, as with the technical
aspects, be actively discovered, measured and
managed down. Without active reduction of these
unmanageable assets or compensating controls,
organisations will continue to wrestle with staying
on top of patching.

In summary, our key tips for organisations looking to
establish and implement robust measures across their
system operations are:
• Asset inventory is the foundation
• Asset management is the key capability leveraging
the asset inventory
• Patch and vulnerability management agility and
scale come from having a robust inventory and
integrated capability
• The people tasked with its delivery and operation
are its core – so build considerately
These measures coupled with the correct performance
indicators will drive the solutions and behaviours
required to achieve real-world cyber resilience.

Three steps to system
operations resilience

1

Know what assets you have, who’s
responsible and automate maintenance
as much as possible.

2

Ensure you have the information
needed to articulate and quantify the
enterprise state, time to patch and
associated exceptions at any point.

3

Have a vulnerability management
mechanism in place that makes it as
easy to address 1,000 vulnerabilities as
it is to address just one.

Executive
Viewpoint
Know your IT estate
to know your risks
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Advice to the executive

Recently, we published a technical paper for
your CIO or CISO that highlights some of the
issues around effective management of the
IT estate. In this Insight Space briefing, we let
you in on the thinking, ideas and concepts that
we explored in that paper, but without the
technicalities, jargon and abbreviations that
can make IT papers off-putting. It’s designed to
enable you to question your CIO on your terms.
When it comes to the IT estate that organisations
rely on, it is uncommon for CIOs, Heads of IT or
similar to have total clarity about what state it
is in. This is understandable due to the number
of changes that have likely been made to your
organisation since it was founded. For example,
maybe you’ve merged with other organisations or
been through growth spurts and difficult times
when decisions were taken in a hurry to ensure its
survival and people developed workarounds just
to get the day job done. And you have probably
moved some of your activities into the cloud
and use third party suppliers but haven’t quite
removed all your legacy, or old, programs and
computers from the network.

This means that there probably isn’t an accurate
inventory of every bit of data and equipment that
your organisation relies on. And, without knowing
all the details of your estate, there is little chance
of your CIO knowing exactly who owns each data
point that sits in it, nor what it does to support
the organisation. Unfortunately, without this
information it’s impossible to accurately map the
true impact assessments and the operational risks
that should be on the risk register.
So, your CIO needs the resources to accurately
identify all the components of the IT estate in
detail. And they need your support and the right
people, focused on that detail, to find the owners
of every application, database and process so
that the risk assessment can accurately reflect
the real risks you face. The people aspect of
managing an IT estate is often overlooked, but you
need someone who can focus on driving the level
of detail to manage the job effectively with the
appropriate tools available.

ASSET MANAGEMENT

VULNERABILITY MANAGEMENT

Once that detailed inventory is in place (and it may
well take some time), effective asset management
tools can then tell you what the health, life span,
and current status of an asset really is. Of course,
this inventory is not a one-off event as the IT estate
continually changes with new data and equipment
being added and old equipment and processes
being decommissioned.

This is the concept that you might not be able
to patch everything fast enough, so will have
some systems that are easier to attack, leaving
them more vulnerable. Again, managing these
vulnerabilities is very challenging. It requires a
very good understanding of the estate and the
additional controls that can be put in place to
manage the risks. Not all risks can be eliminated,
so there are likely to be many vulnerabilities on
your estate at any one time.

CONTINUOUS VERIFICATION
AND CORRECTION
To ensure that the estate is managed effectively,
it will require continuous monitoring to ensure
that any changes are spotted, and the inventory
updated. One key element of the monitoring is the
recording of any changes to your organisation’s
processes and the state of the systems themselves
to ensure they are being kept up to date. This will
require those detail focused individuals again.
Then, this will enable the organisation to perform
the next aspect of what is widely called cyber
hygiene: patch management.

PATCH MANAGEMENT
Just as you need to update your mobile phone with
the latest software and apps, it’s important that
you apply the same diligence to your organisation’s
systems. However, there are challenges of scale,
pace and the potential for disruption to your
activities if everything does not go to plan.
Notwithstanding these challenges, clear knowledge
of your assets will help significantly. Your CIO or
the head of IT security will be much better placed
to identify what needs to be done; and if it can’t
be done, then they will be able to work to identify
effective mitigation. For example, if you have a
legacy system that is no longer supported with
security patches, it should not have access to the
internet. Instead, it should be monitored more
closely and protected with other tools such as
internal firewalls to keep the data on it safe.
The logical extension from patch management
is vulnerability management.

From an operational resilience point of view, it
is more valuable to consider the accuracy of the
estate inventory and the time it takes to reduce
the vulnerabilities, than the total number of
vulnerabilities itself. This level of responsiveness
reflects on the knowledge of the threats facing the
organisation, the measures you need to have in place
to protect it and your ability to respond and recover
to any attack. So, consider the key metrics your CIO
is offering you to see if they really are an accurate
reflection of the overall risk to the organisation.

In summary the key takeaways are:

An accurate asset
inventory of data,
systems and processes
is the foundation for
understanding the
business risks associated
with the IT estate.

Asset management is the
key capability leveraging
the asset inventory, so
you know the state of the
estate and what the impact
is on your organisation’s
business activities.

Patch and vulnerability
management with agility
and at scale come from
having a robust inventory
and integrated capability.
With this, you can manage
the vulnerabilities and focus
your defences to minimise
the operational risks.

It is not easy to maintain that accurate picture; it requires time, focus and commitment.
But these takeaways, coupled with the correct performance indicators, will drive the
solutions and behaviours required to improve the operational resilience of your organisation.

How can I materially improve my
organisation’s security posture?
Lloyd Brough, Technical Associate Director
at NCC Group

When approaching
improvements to your
organisation’s security
posture, knowing where
to begin can be
overwhelming – particularly
when you have a complex
set of user requirements,
service level agreements,
and then you are presented
with complicated
post-security test reports.

This difficulty, coupled with resource challenges and
the wealth of advice available to businesses on every
security subject, can make it significantly harder to
know what security risks to prioritise, which can result
in basic issues not receiving the attention they need.
Even if you don’t have a security improvement plan
in place, it’s important to take a structured approach
to remediating security issues. Doing this gives
you the space to contextualise and prioritise, plan,
and execute high-quality improvements that can
significantly strengthen your security posture.

TAKING A STEP BACK
Whether you’ve received recommendations following
a cyber security assessment or want to proactively
reduce your cyber risk, it’s important to take a step
back and prioritise what needs to be done to protect
your business. Being proactive provides the necessary
breathing space to map out the issues you or the
assessment has identified, and most importantly,
prioritise these.
While there will be a number of ‘sticking plaster’
tactical fixes that can be implemented across
your organisation, you should generally use these
as method of reducing the current risk to an
acceptable level, whilst you ensure that medium-term
enhancements and long-term strategic priorities are
not forgotten.
To make this process as straightforward as possible,
bucket the issues identified through the cyber
assessment in order of priority and identify the
phases in which these issues should be addressed.

WHAT ISSUES CAN YOU
ADDRESS NOW?
Quick fixes shouldn’t need to involve complex
change requests and should take a minimal number
of days to plan, check and implement.
When prioritising these issues, it’s important to
think about how easy this issue could be to exploit
and the impact on the network. However, it’s
also crucial that you don’t forget to consider the
compound risk. The outcomes of a red team or
incident response are often dramatically higher in
impact than a list of the issues would appear. The
attack chain can be either broken, or at minimum
monitored at key points, but this should be part of
the immediate risk reduction.

WHAT IS NEEDED TO ENHANCE YOUR
POSTURE IN THE MEDIUM-TERM?
While medium-term enhancements should
involve a high-level design and user acceptance
testing, they should still be part of your
company’s rapid change programme. This may
require you to decommission legacy systems and
bring in new ones.
Other impactful changes could include
implementing robust application whitelisting
across endpoints or EDR implementation.

WHAT STRATEGIC SOLUTIONS
WILL CONTRIBUTE TO YOUR
FUTURE RESILIENCE?
Longer-term strategic decisions will require
new design, hardware and software –
this will take some time to design and
implement, given the complex changes
and interdependencies involved.
Too often, cyber security is applied too
late in the development cycle of systems
or applications, and in some cases, isn’t
applied at all during the organic growth of an
enterprise estate.
Unpicking the interdependencies and designing
a new system as part of a longer-term strategic
security improvement is an ideal opportunity
to change this. When you make security a
consideration from the start, you’re preventing
it from becoming a blocker in the future.

TAKING OWNERSHIP
All of this can only be achieved when
buy-in is secured across the board – without
full understanding and commitment, whoever
is responsible for driving the security strategy
forward will struggle to make any tangible
improvements. This is where having a clear
improvement plan in place is critical.

APPLYING THE FUNDAMENTALS
OF SECURITY
Despite end-user awareness and security education
improving over the last few years, many businesses
still fall into the trap of forgetting how effective the
basics can be.
Multi-factor authentication on your internet
facing resources is a must. Too often we see poor
quality and reused passwords being the trigger for
catastrophic breaches. Internal systems should have
the same rigour applied to them as those on the
obvious frontline.
These fundamentals are even more important as
the future of work continues to evolve. Earlier this
year, we published a piece on the eight security
fundamentals that all organisations, working
remotely or not, should work towards.
The National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) also has
a range of resources available for organisations,
including advice on how to achieve the best possible
security across networks, systems and information, as
well as guidance for boards on how they can establish
a baseline of security across their organisations.

THE BENEFITS
Having a defined security strategy that breaks
down the quick fixes, medium and long-term issues
is crucial to improving your security posture via
rapid risk reduction transitioning into strategic
improvement.
By understanding your existing security challenges
and risk profile, developing, implementing and
measuring a structured improvement plan and
upskilling your team to defend and monitor your
network in the long term, you can make reducing
cyber risk a much easier process.

HOW CAN NCC GROUP HELP?
Our vision is to make the world safer and more secure.
To achieve this, we need to give every business the
tools they need to understand their security posture
and make sustainable, long-term improvements.
We help security teams to rapidly reduce their cyber
risk by prioritising and fixing security weaknesses,
without interrupting the day-to-day operations of
their business.
With our offensive and defensive security expertise,
we’re able to provide businesses with real-world insight
into the threats they face, and what high-quality
security improvements they can make to protect
themselves now and in the future.

How can I effectively respond
to a cyber incident?
Lloyd Brough, Technical Associate Director
at NCC Group

A cyber breach or incident can be an incredibly stressful
situation for any business to go through. Amongst the
urgency to assess and eradicate a threat, it can be hard
to see the light at the end of the tunnel.
However, a measured, thought-out response to a cyber incident is absolutely crucial in
shaping how your organisation emerges from a breach. With that in mind, here’s how
you can effectively respond to an incident and build the lessons learned into a long-term,
practical security improvement plan.

CONTAINMENT, AVOIDING WHACK-A-CTA AND ERADICATION
If you have a well-considered incident response
(IR) plan in place, it is important that you follow
that plan whilst being as pragmatic as possible new or unexpected information can dramatically
alter the path of an investigation.
The first and most important stage should involve
gathering and analysing as much information as
soon as you have been alerted to a cyber threat
actor (CTA) – whether this was through technical
system logs and events, a staff member or
third-party company.
A running theme across the vast majority of IR
investigations is a lack of logging and information
to investigate an incident. To establish this, a
real-world recommendation is to perform some
desktop-based scenarios; we find the best way
to do this is to augment it with a purple team
exercise to add realism.
Too many logs can be overwhelming. However,
it is critical that you have the correct logs and
events. If you are in this scenario, consider
looking at NCSCs Logging Made Easy, a selfinstall tutorial for small organisations to gain
a basic level of centralised security logging for
Windows clients and provide functionality to
detect attacks. NCC Group also has commercial
enterprise security information and event
management (SIEM) skills and also provide
managed protective monitoring.

This initial log analysis, combined with digital
forensics and incident response (DFIR) from a
cyber incident response team (CIRT), should
enable you to establish how, when and where an
attacker has infiltrated your systems or network,
which can then be used for triaging appropriate
containment and eradication actions.
Knowing the extent of an incident is crucial
and will help your organisation know if the
relevant parties and regulatory bodies need to be
informed. In the case of a personal data breach,
this should be reported within 72 hours of being
made aware of the breach under the General
Data Protection Regulation for organisations
operating or dealing with personal data from the
European Union.
Don’t be afraid to call a CIRT to assist the
investigation from a DFIR angle. This should be
done sooner rather than later, enabling you to
get more accurate information quickly, which will
cost less in the long-run.

FLUSHING THE CTA OUT
The next steps are particularly crucial and involve
establishing a strategy to get rid of the attacker
who has breached your systems. At this point, you
should understand their tactics, techniques and
actions. You should then look to control or prevent
the attacker’s access to critical information by
making a containment plan.
During a live cyber incident, time is of the essence
and any mitigations and measures should be
carefully thought out. ‘Sticking plaster’ fixes are
not effective in these instances. An attacker can
quickly notice them and change their approach
accordingly, making the remediation process
much more complex.
Containment and eradication both utilise the
same skillsets and approach to a technologybased security improvement and remediation
programme. The eradication process should be a
coordinated effort and involve actions that will
inhibit the attacker’s ability to perform any further
activity within your environment. All tools or files
used by the attacker, such as malware and exploit
kits, should also be contained and removed as
soon as possible.
This isn’t always fully possible, but if you’re able
to review the various attack chains and gain
understanding of a commonality such as the
lateral movement component, this would have
a big impact and disrupt the majority of attack
chains for little cost and effort to the business.
Once you have eradicated the attacker from
your systems, it’s important to monitor your
environment in case the attacker makes a return.
While this is often a worst-case scenario, all
organisations should be prepared for this.

RETURN OF THE CTA?
This is the key point of this blog - DFIR
investigation, containment and eradication
are not the end of this journey.
After you’re confident that the attacker
is no longer active and have implemented
measures to prevent further access to your
systems, it’s important to take a step back
and assess your organisation’s short to
long-term cyber security posture.
Creating and implementing a robust
security improvement plan is a great way
to prepare your organisation for future
incidents. This will ensure that your business
has the tools it needs to make measurable
changes that prevent or mitigate the impact
of a malicious actor.
However, without the right active support
throughout this process, many organisations
find it hard to navigate incident response
and subsequent remediation due to resource
constraints, a lack of detailed technical
knowledge or other reasons. This is where
security expertise, threat intelligence and
knowledge from third parties can significantly
improve the remediation process.

HOW CAN NCC GROUP HELP?
Our vision is to make the world safer and more
secure. To achieve this, we need to give every
business the tools they need to assess threats
and understand their security posture and make
sustainable, long-term improvements.
Our specialists will work with you to determine
how the breach or incident occurred, the likely
capabilities and the extent of infiltration achieved
by the threat actor. Then, we give you the knowledge
and support as an implementation partner that you
need to eradicate these threats from your systems,
and the tools and security improvement plans
needed to actively bolster your cyber defences.
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